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We discuss a number of constraints on the eects of zero-range potentials in quantum mechanics.
We show that for such a potential p cot(), where p is the momentum of the nucleon in the center of
mass frame and  is the S-wave phase shift, must be a monotonically decreasing function of energy.
This implies that the eective range of the potential is non-positive. We also examine scattering
from the sum of two potentials, one of which is a contact interaction. We nd that the contact
interaction must be attractive, and that the logarithmic derivative of the radial wave function at
the origin will always be a monotonically decreasing function of energy. The implications of these
results for eective eld theory treatments of nucleon-nucleon interactions are discussed.
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There has been much recent interest in the use of zero-
range, or contact, interactions in nuclear physics calcu-
lations [1{4]. This interest has been motivated by the
possible application of eective eld theory (EFT) tech-
niques to problems in nuclear physics. In particular, it
has been argued that if one is not interested in details
of the short range piece of the nucleon-nucleon poten-
tial, then a contact interaction and derivatives of contact
interactions may be used to parameterize it. This param-
eterization may be thought of as the result of integrating
out some or all of the short-distance degrees of freedom
of the theory and then expanding the resulting nonlo-
cal Lagrangian in terms of interactions of strictly zero
range, i.e., delta functions and derivatives of delta func-
tions. For processes at energies well below the scale of the
nonlocality this approach has been thought to provide a
good description of the physics of the nuclear system.
In the scheme proposed by Weinberg [1,2] the contact
interactions are to be inserted as potentials into a nonrel-
ativistic Schrodinger equation. This raises the question
of whether there exist any constraints on the eects that
contact interactions can produce when used in this way.
If such constraints exist then they may limit the applica-
bility of these EFT ideas in nuclear physics.
Such constraints do exist: certain observables in NN
S-wave scattering cannot be reproduced by a theory con-
taining only zero-range interactions. Moreover, if a long-
range interaction is also present the physical eects of
contact interactions are still restricted. These constraints
demonstrate that, contrary to the usual assumptions un-
derlying applications of EFT to nuclear physics, one can-
not in general use \true" contact interactions to param-
eterize the eects of unresolved short-distance physics.
A contact (or zero-range) interaction is the limit of
some set of nite-range interactions as some range pa-
rameter, R, tends to zero. Consider such a set of two-





). Note that V
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must be nonlocal if
in the limit R ! 0 it is to approach interactions in-
cluding derivatives of delta functions. For simplicity, in




) = 0 for
all r; r
0
 R. In fact, this restriction is more stringent
than necessary and our results hold more generally. The
theory is now unambiguously dened by calculating ob-
servables for arbitrary R and then taking the limit R! 0
at the end of the problem. A contact interaction is called
\trivial" if all its eects vanish when this limit is taken.
Nontrivial contact interactions require the strength of the
potential V
R
to diverge as R goes to zero in such a way
that the physical eects of the potential remain nite.
The possibility of the contact terms used in EFT not
being able to reproduce the eects of a general short
range potential was discussed in Ref. [5]. There an ex-
treme version of EFT where all exchanged particles are
integrated out was considered. The resulting Lagrangian
contains only contact interactions. Such a Lagrangian
corresponds to the very low-energy limit of a theory of
nuclear interactions and was discussed by Weinberg [1,2].
In Ref. [5] it was shown that in such theories the only non-
trivial contact interactions are attractive. Indeed, it has
been known for some time that repulsive zero-range in-
teractions in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics are nec-
essarily trivial [6,7]. The physics underlying this is quite
simple. The most repulsive interaction with compact
support is a hard core. But, a hard core of radius R
merely imposes the boundary condition that the radial
wave function vanishes at R. However, the free radial
wave function vanishes at r = 0, so as R ! 0 the hard
core has no eect. Since the eects of any other repulsive
interaction must be smaller than those of a hard core it
follows that repulsive contact interactions are trivial.
This inability to describe repulsion when all exchanged
particles are integrated out does not necessarily mean
that EFT ideas cannot be applied to the NN interac-
tion. Firstly, low-energy nuclear interactions are attrac-
tive. Secondly, EFT treatments of the NN force need not,
and generally do not, integrate out the pions. However,
in this paper we will show that the result of Ref. [5] is not
the only constraint on the eects zero-range interactions
can have on S-wave scattering observables. Our discus-
sion is split into two parts; rst we deal with theories in
which only a nontrivial contact interaction is present, and
second we discuss a theory with both a contact interac-
tion and a long-range potential. In both cases we derive
constraints which indicate that the use of contact inter-
actions in descriptions of NN scattering is highly prob-
lematic.
In the rst case, where the only interactions are of zero-
range (including contact terms with an arbitrary num-
ber of derivatives), there is a very strong constraint on
p cot(), where  is the S-wave phase shift. The function




[p cot()]  0: (1)



















This result is in direct conict with the data for nucleon-




phase shifts have a pos-
itive eective range [9].
This raises an interesting issue concerning regular-
ization and renormalization in the EFT approach. In
Ref. [3] a theory with a delta function interaction and
two derivatives thereof is considered. Dimensional regu-
larization and MS renormalization are used to calculate
two-body scattering, and an expression for the T matrix
where the scattering length and eective range are arbi-
trary input parameters related to bare parameters of the
EFT by renormalization conditions is obtained. Nothing
in this treatment restricts r
e
to be negative. This con-
tradicts the general result (1) and raises questions about
the use of dimensional regularization and MS renormal-
ization. At the very least it shows that the T-matrix
2
obtained in Ref. [3] cannot be written as the limit of a
sequence of solutions to Lippmann-Schwinger equations
with nite-range interactions.
Equation (1) follows straightforwardly from a very gen-
eral bound on derivatives of phase shifts obtained more
than 40 years ago by Wigner [8]. In particular, Wigner
demonstrated that for potentials which are identically






sin(2 + 2pR): (3)


















Taking R ! 0 in Eq. (4) immediately yields Eq. (1),
thus showing that a theory with only contact interactions
must have a non-positive eective range.
Wigner derived the bound (3) from general principles
of causality and unitarity. Below we present an alterna-
tive derivation of Wigner's bound, since the same tech-
nique can, with minor modications, be used to study the
class of problems in which the potential includes both a
long-range and a contact interaction.




























; r). If V is time-reversal invariant, then the radial
wave function, u(r), may be chosen to be real.
Dene u
i










and vice versa, and integrating out to some
radius R beyond which V (r; r
0















































where (p) is the phase shift for scattering from V at
momentum p =
p
2E. Equation (6) also applies to the
v
i





's may thus be taken and the result integrated

































where the boundary condition u(0) = 0 has been used.
The derivation of Eq. (8) for the special case of local
potentials may be found in standard scattering theory
texts [10,11]. Choosing p
1
= 0 and p
2
= p then leads to:


















where a is the scattering length, assumed here to be
nonzero. Equation (9) is the basis for the eective range
expansion. Now, if V (r; r
0
) = 0 for r; r
0


























and u is real so u
2
















Thus, as the limit of a contact interaction is approached
the eective range must be non-positive|regardless of
the method used to regulate the interaction in the
Schrodinger equation.




, and then using Eq. (7) for v and the bound
u
2
 0, we obtain Eq. (4), which is completely equivalent
to Wigner's bound (3).
It is worth noting that the condition that the potential
be identically zero beyond some radius R is more restric-
tive than necessary. For example, suppose V has some
characteristic fall-o scale, R, which is to be taken to
zero to obtain the limiting case of a contact interaction.
Provided that u approaches the asymptotic solution v
suciently quickly, our constraint on p cot() will still
hold as R ! 0. In particular, if for each p there exists a
positive real number  and a real number C (which may























(r)]  R(1  C) +O(R
2
): (14)
Thus, as R! 0 we recover the result (1).
These results suggest that nuclear phenomena cannot
be sensibly described using contact interactions alone.
However, this is hardly a new observation. In the
1930's it was argued on the basis of a variational princi-
ple that two-body contact interactions yielding a bound
3
deuteron imply an innitely bound triton [12,13]. This
eect was explicitly seen in three-body calculations in the
1970's [14].
Such diculties in theories with contact interactions
alone are problems of principle for EFT calculations in
nuclear physics. However, they need not arise in practice,
since pions are usually explicitly included. Therefore, a





), and a long-range potential, V
L
(r),
is of more interest. For concreteness we consider the case
where V
L












The results derived here go through|with minor
modications|for any potential which is suciently


























The following discussion of this equation is based on the
one in Appendix A of Ref. [3].
For r > R there will be two solutions to Eq. (16); one
which is regular in the limit r ! 0, which we denote
J
E
(r), and one which is irregular in that limit, which we
denote K
E
(r). Their asymptotic behavior is: as r ! 0
J
E







































In the free case (

= 0) ~y =
1
2ip
. Generally, the values




























of the wave u
+
E
(r), which we denote 
+
, and that of the
solution of Eq. (16) for r < R, u
 
(r), which we denote

 
, at the \matching point" r = R. Direct evaluation

















(R) diverges as R! 0.



















By integrating Eq. (16) from R   to R+ , where  is







(R)) = C: (25)
For r < R the solution of the radial Schrodinger equa-








Calculating the logarithmic derivative 
 
(R) from the
small-r expansion (17) and then substituting the result

















Since a=b is a nite ratio, taking the limit as R! 0 shows
C !  4R as R! 0, and so we see that the short range
potential must be attractive in that limit.
This generalizes the result discussed in Ref. [5]: If phys-
ical observables are to be kept nite it is impossible to
construct a sequence of potentials whose limit is a re-
pulsive contact interaction. Observe that ultimately the
details of the long-range potential V
L
(r) were not used
in our obtaining this result. As in the 

= 0 case of
Ref. [5], the result should also be independent of the par-





We now turn to the derivation of an equation analo-
gous to Eq. (1). Our argument is completely indepen-





Although the logarithmic derivative, 
+
(R), is generally







and taking the dierence we eliminate






























to be the analog of the free solution, i.e.,
the solution of the Schrodinger equation (16) with V
R






























































is the logarithmic derivative of the radial
Schrodinger wave function, in the case 

= 0 this re-
duces to Eq. (1).























is the phase shift arising from V
L
alone, and ~z
and ~y are determined by the asymptotic behavior of the
solutions to Eq. (16). Thus the constraint (29) places
strong restrictions on the behavior of (E), but these




Observe that the use of one-pion exchange as the long-
range potential, V
L
(r), was not crucial to the proof of
Eq. (29). The only conditions which the potential V
L
(r)
must satisfy in order for Eq. (28) to hold are:
1. The Schrodinger equation with V
L
(r) should have
two solutions: one which is regular as r ! 0 and
one which is irregular as r ! 0.
2. The irregular solution should have a divergence




3. All pieces of the irregular solution which are di-
vergent in the limit r ! 0 should have energy-
independent coecients.
The last two conditions will always be satised for any
V
L
(r) for which the Schrodinger equation can be solved.
So, we see that even a \realistic" EFT calculation, in
which pions are explicitly included while all other parti-
cles are integrated out and their eects expanded in terms
of interactions which are strictly of zero range, must obey
certain constraints. Firstly, the contact interactions must
be attractive if they are to have any eect on the physical
observables at all. Secondly, the logarithmic derivative of
the radial wave function at the origin must be a mono-
tonically decreasing function of energy. While it is not as
simple to relate this logarithmic derivative to scattering
observables as it is in the case V
L
= 0, such a constraint
still places severe restrictions on how the phase shifts vary
with energy.
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